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Consulting and Investment in Life Sciences

David Brühlmann, PhD
Biotech consultant at Brühlmann Consulting

After a MSc in Chemical engineering at EPFL, David worked as project engineer at Nespresso. He then joined Merck Corsier-sur Vevey as compliance specialist and later became process expert in technology transfer for mammalian cell culture. Afterwards, David completed his PhD on cell culture media optimisation with Merck and the Julius-Maximilians-Universität Würzburg. David then took up the manager role for the Bioprocess Technology Innovation team of Merck Corsier-sur-Vevey. Now David works as biotech consultant for his own company at Brühlmann Consulting, while volunteering for child education in Southeast Asia.

Romain Bodinier, PhD
Scientific research at AtonRâ Partners

After a MSc in bio-engineering at UTC Compiègne, Romain worked as quality assurance engineer for Merck Corsier-sur-Vevey and then as QA/RA consultant and business developer for ProductLife Group in Nyon. Afterwards, he continued a MSc in synthetic and system biology at University of Evry-Val d’Essonne, and then pursued his PhD on intracellular killing of bacteria by phagocytic cells at the University of Geneva, during which he won the best speech at the UNIGE competition Ma thèse en 180s. Now Romain works at AtonRâ Partners as Biotech and Life Science consultant for portfolio analysis and innovation scouting.
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